Wall Bracing Compliance Worksheet
Complete this worksheet or provide equivalent information on the plans submitted with the permit application.
Sketch and dimension the building plan and the wall bracing rectangle(s) per 321.25(8)(c)1. and Figure 321.25-B.
Provide and label additional sketches if the building plan/rectangles change at different floor levels.

Indicate applicable Wall Bracing Method for each level (see Table 321.25-G), each labeled rectangle if more than
one [see 321.25(8)(c)], and amount of bracing (# of braced panels or length of braced wall required) per the
respective table (provide additional worksheets for additional rectangles as needed):
Rectangle:____ Wall Ht. = ____ Eave to Ridge Ht. = ____ Max. Opening Ht. = ____ Wind Exp. = ____
Walls Supporting:
Intermittent method (LIB,
Continuous method (CSPF Method (see Figure
DWB, WSP, SFB, GB,
WSP, CS-SFB) and total
321.25-A). Indicate
PCP) and # of panels per
length required per Table
number of PF panels 16Table 321.25-I
321.25-J
24” wide provided.
Min. panel width (Table
Min. panel width (Table
Min. PF width (Fig.
321.25-G) =_______
321.25-H) = ______
321.25-A) = _______
Long side
Short side
Long side
Short side
Long side
Short side
Roof and ceiling only
One floor, roof and ceiling
Two floors, roof and
ceiling
Rectangle:____ Wall Ht. = ____ Eave to Ridge Ht. = ____ Max. Opening Ht. = ____ Wind Exp. = ____
Walls Supporting:
Intermittent method (LIB,
Continuous method (CSPF Method (see Figure
DWB, WSP, SFB, GB,
WSP, CS-SFB) and total
321.25-A). Indicate
PCP) and # of panels per
length required per Table
number of PF panels 16Table 321.25-1
321.25-H
24” wide provided.
Min. panel width (Table
Min. panel width (Table
Min. PF width (Fig.
321.25-G) = ______
321.25-H) = ______
321.25-A) = _______
Long side
Short side
Long side
Short Side
Long side
Short side
Roof and ceiling only
One floor, roof and ceiling
Two floors, roof and
ceiling
PF Method: For Intermittent bracing, per Table 321.25-I footnote ‘h’, each PF panel (16-24” wide per Figure
321.25-A) counts as ½ of a braced wall panel when determining compliance with Table 321.25-I. For Continuously
Sheathed bracing, the actual length of each PF panel (16-24” wide per Figure 321.25-A) in feet counts toward the
required total length of bracing required. For intermittent or continuous methods, each PF panel meeting min.
required width of Fig. 321.25-A counts as a braced wall panel when evaluating panel spacing per Fig. 321.25-C.
Indicate the location and construction details of required braced wall panels determined above on each
rectangle side as required by Figure 321.25-C on the floor plans submitted with the permit application.

